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“Fainting Cases amongst Palestinian Syrian Refugees on 

Hunger Strike in a Polish Person” 

  

 
   

 A Palestinian refugee sank to death while he was trying to reach 

European countries. 

 A PLO member was killed in Damascus city. 

 Heavy shelling targets the vicinity of Khan AL Sheih Camp. 

 UNRWA reopens a school and a clinic in Al Sayeda Zainab Camp. 

 The Action Group: 38 Palestinian Syrian refugees were killed 

outside of Syria. 

 The water cut continues for 52 days in the houses of the Yarmouk 

Camp. 
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Victims 

The young man “Adel Deyab”from the Yarmouk Camp sank to death 

while he was crossing between Turkey and Greece trying to reach 

Europe. The Young man “Nawras Ali Qasim”, PLO member, was also 

killed due to clashes which broke out at eastern Al Ghota in Damascus 

city, which raises the PLO victims toll, that were documented by the 

Action Group for Palestinians of Syria, to 92 victims. 

 

Statistics 

The documentary team of the Action Group for Palestinians of Syria 

announced that the number of Palestinian Syrian refugees, who were 

killed outside of Syria since the beginning of the events, has reached 38 

victims. 36 of them were killed during their trial to reach European 

countries escaping of the war in Syria; the main reason for their death is 

sinking. It is mentioned that the Action Group only managed to document 

this number, while there are large numbers of missing people could not 

be documented or even know their fate. 

 

Recent Updates 

In a phone call for the Action Group for Palestinians of Syria with a 

Palestinian Syrian refugee who is detained in Poland, the refugee “A.A”, 

from Khan AL Sheih Camp in Damascus city, confirmed two cases of 

fainting among the Palestinian Syrian refugees who are on a hunger 

strike. The two cases were transported to the hospital, while their hunger 

strike enters the fourth day respectively, protesting on their detention by 

Polish authorities for 48 days in some cases. 

“A.A” added that the Polish authorities arrests them in charges of 

entering the country illegally, and sentenced to terms of imprisonment for 

a period of three months, and make them choose between seeking asylum 

in Poland or spend three months in prison. “A.A” also stressed on that 

the Palestinian and Syrian refugees, who are amounted to 12 refugees 

including one woman, that they will continue the hunger strike until they 
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will be released, assuring that they escaped of the war in Syria to join 

their families in other European countries. 

About the situation in the prison, “A.A” said that they have not been 

beaten or hurt by the polish authorities, unless they took their fingerprints 

and photographed them confirming that these are Criminal Procedure 

and not to seek asylum in Poland. Finally he appealed all human rights 

and international organizations and the Palestinian embassy in Poland to 

intervene urgently to put an end to their suffering in Poland and to allow 

them to catch up with their relatives in other European countries, where 

they have fled from Syria because of the war, asking for safety, however 

they were detained in prisons. 

On the other hand, explosive barrels targeted Khan Al Sheih Camp in 

Damascus city, the explosion sounds were heard clearly in the streets and 

lanes of the camp, while the roads linking the camp with the neighboring 

areas are still closed except for Zakia-Al Sheih road. 

Meanwhile, the UNRWA reopened a school and a clinic in Al Sayeda 

Zainab Camp in Damascus city after making the necessary maintenance 

after the damages that occurred due to the shelling that targeted them 

previously. It is mentioned that the camp is one of the camps that 

relatively calm, while the residents suffering concentrated on the 

economic side. 

The water cut on the Yarmouk camp in Damascus has entered 52 days 

respectively, in light of the strict siege imposed by the Regular Army and 

PFGC for 482 days respectively, as the residents are suffering of stifling 

living crises aggravated by the power and water cut. 

 

The Palestinian Camps in Syria, Numbers and Statistics 

• The Yarmouk Camp: - The Continuance of the siege imposed by the 

Regular Army and PFGC for 482 days respectively in addition to the 

power cut for more than 565 days and the water cut for 52 days 

respectively. The number of the siege victims is 155 victims.  

• 38 Palestinian refugees were killed outside of Syria including 36 while 

they were trying to reach Europe. 
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• 92 PLO members were killed due to Clashes in Syria. 

• Al Husayneyya Camp: - The Regular Army still prevents the residents of 

the camp to return back to their houses for 384 days respectively. 

• Al Sbeina Camp: - The Regular Army still prevents the residents of the 

camp to return back to their houses for 353 days respectively. 

• Handarat Camp:-The residents left the camp since 553 days after the 

Syrian Opposition Groups controlled the camp. 

• Dara’a Camp: - Almost 199 days without water and a complete absence 

of basic services.  

• Khan Al Sheih Camp: - the roads that linking the camp to the city center 

are still closed except for the Zakia road.  

• Khan Danoun Camp: - economic crisis is still continue, specially the 

unemployment and the high prices.  

• Al Nairab Camp: - the power is still cut for more than a year.  

• Jermana, AL Saieda ZAinab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in Homs and 

Hamma: - relative calm situation in light of the economic crises. 


